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INTRODUCTION

This paper will describe the work and the achievements of the Australian National Data Service (ANDS) as it approaches the end of its fourth year of operation. The paper will look at ANDS' role in the sector, the underpinnings of ANDS' strategy, how this strategy has been applied and what the Service has accomplished over this period.

ABOUT THE AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL DATA SERVICE

The Australian National Data Service (ANDS) was established in January 2009 following the successful completion of the ANDS Establishment Project. ANDS was originally funded under the National Collaborative Research Infrastructure Strategy (NCRIS) initiative to ensure that research data is used as effectively as possible by Australian researchers. The Super Science Initiative announced in May 2009 provided additional funding from the Education Investment Fund (EIF) to establish the Australian Research Data Commons (ARDC). This provided the opportunity to leverage both NCRIS and EIF funds to build a co-ordinated set of programs through to June 2013.

ANDS exists to transform Australia’s research data environment by making Australian research data collections more valuable though managing, connecting, enabling discovery and supporting the multiple use of this data. The purpose of this activity is to enable richer research, more accountable research, more efficient use of research data, and improved provision of data to support policy development. The outcome of this activity is that Australia’s research data as a whole is steadily becoming a nationally strategic resource.

THE ERESEARCH SECTOR AND ANDS’ PLACE IN IT

The 2011 Strategic Roadmap for Australian Research Infrastructure notes that “NCRIS and the Super Science Initiative have resulted in investments of over $1.4 billion in a broad range of research infrastructure at the national, collaborative scale” [1]. This funding covers a wide range of priority capability areas, new facilities and expansion of existing capacity. ANDS’ role within this, which is to create the infrastructure to enable Australian researchers to easily publish, discover, access, and use research data, and its relationship to other funded areas will be discussed in the paper.

ANDS’ STRATEGY AND ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

ANDS is creating a combination of national services and coherent institutional research data infrastructure, combined with the ability to exploit that infrastructure with tools, policy and capability. To deliver against these objectives, ANDS has eight inter-related programs of activity (Frameworks and Capabilities, Seeding the Commons, National Collections, Data Capture, Metadata Stores, Public Sector Data, ARDC Core and ARDC Applications). These programs support ANDS partners through a combination of project funding, advice and support engagements.

As a result of these goals, initial activity, and consultations, ANDS’ role can be best described as enabling Australia’s research data to be transformed:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>From Data that are:</th>
<th>To Structured Collections that are:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Unmanaged</td>
<td>• Managed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Disconnected</td>
<td>• Connected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Invisible</td>
<td>• Findable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Single use</td>
<td>• Reusable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This will form a nationally significant resource so that Australian researchers can easily publish, discover, access and use Australian research data.
ANDS is contributing to this resource by creating the ARDC, a combination of the set of shareable Australian research collections, the descriptions of those collections including the information required to support their re-use, the relationships between the various elements involved (the data, the researchers who produced it, the instruments that collected it and the institutions where they work), and the infrastructure needed to enable, populate and support the commons. ANDS does not hold the actual data, but points to the location where the data can be accessed.

The outcome of ANDS activity is that Australian researchers have access to infrastructure that enables them to: systematically, reliably and authoritatively connect their research data to project, institutional and disciplinary descriptions, and simultaneously publish citable research data collections through institutional, disciplinary and national services all supported by a wide-ranging set of coherent software, policy and process outputs.

This will ensure that Australia has a mature, globally leading capability in research data, making it a key locus for data intensive research. It will be possible to do this as a result of ANDS and its partners developing a wide-ranging set of coherent software, policy and process outputs that support the Australian Research Data Commons.

Substantial infrastructure has already been created and this will be discussed in detail in the paper. ANDS has or will soon have in place a range of national services, including; a data collections registration service; a data collection description publication service; a national gazetteer service; a data citation service; a researcher identification service; a “see-also” service that enables other discovery tools to use the ANDS discovery service; a research activity identification service; a research project identification service; and an enhanced Research Data Australia – a data collections discovery service.

This is combined with a range of coherent institutional research data infrastructure, including tools deployed to automatically capture rich metadata along with the data for a wide range of instruments; operational metadata stores for this metadata; collections descriptions feeds to ANDS, both Research Institutions and Public Sector data holders; institutions responsible for nationally significant collections will have been supported in making those collections connected, visible and available, often through an RDSI node; over 40,000 collections are available for discovery through Research Data Australia; and discipline oriented portals are cross connected to Research Data Australia.

The following tools, frameworks and capability are in place to further exploit the ARDC: improved institutional guidance for internal institutional data management; improved institutional guidance for responding to national instruments such as the Australian Code for the Responsible Conduct of Research; institution wide research data management planning frameworks or improved research data management at many research institutions; increased institutional capability for research data management with staff trained in this area; and tools that enable more effective re-use of research data. This capability will be demonstrated by high profile researchers showing the value of this infrastructure.

CONCLUSION

The ARDC represents a new scale and quality of data infrastructure to support new forms of research and help answer the important questions that society wants researchers and policy-makers to address. This infrastructure also lets Australian researchers and research organizations join and form new international data-intensive research collaborations.
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